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A subset of the stochastically monotone Markov chains has the property that the expec- 
tation of unimodal functions of the chain is itself unimodal in the initial state. The variation- 
diminishing property of TP2 matrices is employed to characterize these Markov chains. Related 
properties are exhibited. 
Monotone Markov chains unimoda!ity 
birth-death processes total positivity 
0. ntroduction and summary 
In a recent paper [4], a discussion was given of the spectral structure and 
associated transient behavior of stochasticaldy monotone Markov chains in discrete 
and continuous time. A matrix characterization of stochastic monotonicity was 
introduced having the form t-‘p(t)t 2 0 where p(r) is the transition matrix for the 
process and t is the lower triangular matrix with entries tmn = 1, m 2 n ; tmn = 0, 
m Qt. 
Stochastic monotonicity has a higher order extension of importance for ,uni- 
modality. It will be shown that for every finite birth-death process one has the 
property 
t-‘p( t)t E TP2, UW 
i.e., t-‘p(r)t is totally positive of order 2 121. The set of stochastic matrices a of 
order N for which t-‘at E TP2 wil be called the JUZ class of order N. 
The Jtlr property characterizes those matrices which preserve the unimodality of 
vectors they premultiply, as shown in Theorem 3.6. As a consequence, the matrix 
p(t)e;;’ = [Pmn(t)eil] has unimodal rows and columns for every ergodic birth-death 
process when e, is the ergodic probability of state n. Further, one has that 
en ??a 
is unimodal in n for all T whenever p,,(O)/e, is unimodal in n. 
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Also, if I?, is a reward for being in state n, the expected value of state WI for a 
finite horizon 7 until payoff 
is unimodal in nz for all 7 for any unirnojal reward function R, = R, (0). This value 
is of potential interest to Markov decision theory. 
Four classes of stochastic matrices, & 1, .&, & and Jtli are characterized. The 
monotone class ~4, of the earlier paper and the class & appear to be of greatest 
interest. The 4: and .& classes defined subsequently are of interest only for 
special chains. Nevertheless, they have an intrinsic theoretical interest in their 
structure preserving properties, as will appear. 
1. Matrix classes of interest 
The four classes of stochastic matrices of interest, .&, &, .& and &, are tied to 
the ideas of total positivity [2]. AS for the stochastically monotone matrices dis- 
cussed previously, [4], the classes are conveniently defined by a similarity trans- 
formation associated With a basic matrix t, defined as follows. 
Let 9’ be the class of stochastic matrices of fixed order N. For each aE 3’ with 
8 = (a:, . . . , a;)=, denote by A = !:A;, AT, . . . , ALi’ the matrix of tail prob- 
abilities, i.e., A,, 5 ci”=, ami. Let t = (tmn) be given by tcl,, = 1 if m 2 n, 0 if m < n; 
then (t-*)mn = 1 if vvt = n, -1 if m = tt + 1, 0 otherwise. The operators t and t-’ are 
discrete analogues of integration and differentiation operators for continuous 
functions. Further, let I* = diag(0, 1, . . , , 1) be the identity matrix, except that the 
upper left corner element has been replaced by 0. The first class to be defined is the 
monotone class Al, called J$ in [La]. 
Definition 1.1. ,,& = (a E YJI*t-‘at 2 0). A matrix element a of J& is said to be 
monotone. From the block decomposition. 
t-‘al. == (1.1) 
it is clear that the defining condition of & can alternatively be stated as t-‘at 2 0, 
or A* 0. This condition requires that AT -AT 3 0, 
T 
. . . , N- i.e., that A,,,,, be nondecreasing with n2 for all fixed n. An 
account of the properties of monotone matrices is given in Keilson and Kes 
In particular, it is shown that the .& property characterizes those sto 
matrices which preserve the component monotonicity of vectors they pre-multiply 
and preserve the stochastic order of probability vectors which they post-multiply. 
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AS we will see, the monotonicity preserving properties of J& have their analogues 
for higher forms of regularity. To define the matrix classes of interest, we require 
the definition of the TP, property (cf. Karlin [Z, p. 11 ff]). 
Definition 1.2. A matrix b is totally positive of order r(b E TP,), iff all its k X k 
minors are nonnegative, for k = 1,2, . . . , r. 
An important subclass of Jul is formed by the stochastic TP2 matrices (cf. [a]). 
The second class of interest, &, involves the TP2 property via the basic similarity 
transformation. 
Definition 1.3. .& - {a E 91 I*t-‘at E TP2}. Since this condition requires A E TPZ, it 
is clear that .,& c & Stochastic matrices in & will be seen to preserve unimodality 
when pre-multiplying unimodal vectors. 
The classes &I: and .& are defined as follows: 
Definition 1.4. & 1 = {a E Sp 1 tat-’ 2 0). 
Definition 1.5. J& ={ad’ltat%TP2}. 
Again & c&. The nonavailability of a decomposition of tat-’ analogous to 
(1.1) will make these classes less attractive than Ju1 and &, as’ will become 
apparent in Section 3. 
2. Structural properties of TP2 matrices 
In this section, several properties of TP2 matrices will be listed and proven. The 
essence of most of these results can be found in Karlin in a more elaborate context. 
The first theorem describes the zero-structure of TPZ matrices. We denote by 
the “northeast” quadrant of a matrix b, i.e., the submatrix with component indices 
(i, j) with i G m, j 2 n. Similarly, ky is the southwest submatrix, etc. 
heorem 2.1. Let b = (bii):!: be any TPZ matrix, and let b,, be a zero element in a 
non-null row nnd non-null column. Then either 
. Let it be given that bmk and b,, are nonzero. To avoid negative 2 x 2 minors, 
one now nas either q > m, k < n, or q < m, k > n. Assume the first. Clearly any entry 
bi” > 0 wibh i < m leads to a nonze 2 X 2 minor, as does any b,,i > 0, wit 
no positive element in the interior of this 
sible. Wher q c m, k > n prevails, one concludes in the same 
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Loosely speaking, Theorem 2.1 states that, apart from null-rows or columns, 
there is a Northwest o Southeast region of positive elements, and there may be 
Northeast and Southwest regions of zeros, Next it is shown that the TP2 property of 
a matrix is a local one, i.e., one need only verify the nonnegativity ofminors formed 
from adjacent rows and columns, after removal of null-rows and columns. 
Theorem 2.2. A matrix b hauing no null rows or columns is TP2 if and only if all its 
local 2 X 2 minors are non-negative. 
Proof. The necessity of the local conditions is obvious. Suppose then, that all 
local minors are non-negafive, i.e., bm+r,n+&mn - bmn+r&+rn a 0, for m, n = 
192 , . . . , N - 1. Let m c p, n < q, and consider the general minor b,,b, - b,b,,. 
By Theorem 2.1 the second tzrnr is 0 whenever the first is, so that we may freely 
assume that all four elements are in the band of positive elements of b. We then 
may write 
and note that the local cross-ratios b b ij i+lj+l/bi+libii+l are at least 1. This pro\pes 
sufficiency. 
Remark 2.3. The reader will note that a nonnegative b which is locally TP2 need not 
be TP2 in the presence of null :‘ows or columns. A simple example is 
1 0 2 
b=O 0 0. 
[ 1 2 0 1 
Corollary 2.4. Let a be att y M x N positive matrix. Then 
(i) a E TP2 err, a,,,+&z,,,.,, is non-decreasing in 13, for aU m ; 
(ii) a E TP;! e n ,,,,,,.+r /am,n is non -decreasing in m, for (211 n. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.2. 
3. CharacterizatLns 
In this section the variation-diminishing property, characterizing TP2 matrices is 
proven via the structural results of Section 2. (A treatment of this property for 
matrices with TP, or related structure is given In arlin 
terization is then used to provide characterizations of th 
what follows, all matrices will be square. 
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Definition 3.la. For any vector x = (xl, x2,. . . v xN), let S(x) be the number of 
sign changes in the sequence (xl, x2, . . . , xN), disregarding zeroes. (Karlin’s nota- 
tion for this function is S-(x).) 
Definition 3.lb. For fixed IV, let 20 be the nonnegative orthant of the N dimen- 
sional Euclidean space RN: 
={x: (a)xcRN; (b)xz4}. 
Definition 3.1~. For fixed IV, let .%!‘I be the cone 
9!‘1= {x: (a)x E RN; (b) S(x)6 1; (c) if S(x)= 1, the first non-null 
component is positive}. 
Two characterization theorems are key tools for all that folio-tis. 
Theorem 3.2. b E TPI e b%‘o c %‘o, i.e., b is a nonnegative square matrix if and only 
if b maps if0 into itself. 
The proof of this theorem is trivial. The next theortm is harder. 
Theorem 3.3. b E TP2 e ba”l c %?, and b 3 0. 
Proof. Suppose be TP2 and x E Z1. If S(x) = 0, then obviously S(bx) = 0. Hence, 
let x1. . . . , xk 30, ~k+~, . . . , xN s 0. We must show that 
(i) (bx),>O,rCn*(bx),~O, 
(ii) (bx),<O,r>n+@x),~O. 
We first dispose of the case that bjk = 0 for all j. In that case bx = b*x* where b*, x* 
differ from b, x only in that x;t’ = 0, and the k-th column of b* is set equal to the 
closest non-zero column of b. We will therefore prove (i) and (ii) for b with 
non-zero k-th column. From the TP2 property it may be seen that for r <: n 
If bnk > 0, (i) follows by summation over i in (3.1). If b,lk = 0, and ( 
(n, k) element is in a non-null row, and (by constriction) in a non-null column, SO 
that by Theorem 2.1, brj = 0 for all j&,r<n. Hence ( x), = C,“= 1 brixi 2 0. This 
proves (i). A similar reasoning shows (ii). 
To show t_, let b%‘l c 2T1 and let m < q, n < r. We exhibit an element x E %‘I, such 
x E iif’* implies b,,,nb4r - bm,bqn 2 0. For E > 0, let xn = b,, + E, xr = -bqn, Xi = 0 
for j # n, r. Then ( )4 = bq,,x,, + b,d, I- h.4, = bc+ If b,rz = 0, then 
na0. If b,,> E PI requires that ( 
,,,,,x,t + b,J, = b,, jb,, f E ) - bmrb,,. Since E can be chosen arbi- 
trarily small, the theorem follows. 
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Raemark 3.4. Clearly b ZJ 0 can be characterized by bi&c ap0. Note that 20 = 
{x: x E R% : S(x) = 0, first nonzero component (if any) is positive}. Also b2$ c %‘I 
neither implies b 20 nor implies b E TPZ, as witnessel:l by 
In [4] it was remarked that matrices in &r are characterized by preservation of 
stochastic order, when postmultiplying probability vectors, and by preservation of 
monotonicity in the components when a matrix in 41 premultiplies a vector. 
Classes J&, .&, & have similar characterizations. Of special importance to the 
characterizations and to this paper is unimodality of sequences defined as follows. 
Definition 3.5. (a) A probability (row) vector p is said to be unimodal if -pt-’ G ii!$, 
i.e., if the sequence pz-pl, ~3772,.  . , pn - pn- 1, -pn has at most one sign change 
(from positive to negative). 
(b) A function (column) vector f is said to be unimodal if the sequence fi -jr, fJ - 
f 2, l ’ l ? fn - fn+) has at most onz sign change (from positive to negative). 
Theorem 3.6. Let a be a stochastic matrix, p, q probability row vectors, and x, y 
column tWi3rs. 
In (a), (b) and (c) below, the three statements (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent; in (d) 
(i) e (iii)* (ii). 
(a) (i) 8~ & edf I*t-lat 30. 
(ii) pt 3 qt *pat 2 qat, i.e., stochastic order between probability vectors is 
preserved. 
(iii) I*Px 2 O*I*t%x 2 0, i.e., component monotonicity of functions is 
preserved under premultiplica.tions. 
(b) (i) adl: edf tat- * a0 
(ii) pt-’ 3 0 *pat-“ 3 0, i.e., (pa), is nonincreasing in n if p, is. 
(iii) t(x - y ) a 0 * tl:ax - ay )a 0. Equivalently, C$l (tW)i a xrs 1 (ay )i, B s 
1 , . . . , N, whenever x and y have the same relations. 
2’11 In words, tlte survival function of pa crosses 
that of qa at most once urom above), whenever p and q have this property. 
(iii) I*t -lx E Z$+ I*t-‘ax E &, i.e., lax is unimodal for all x uninwdal. 
(d) (i) a E .& edf tat- ’ E TP?. 
(ii) -pj-’ E %I=+ -pa%-’ E $‘I, i.e., pa unimodal for all p unimodal. 
(iii) t(x - y ) E %I:$ t(ax - ay ) c &?‘I. rt words, the partial sums of ax cross those of 
y at most once (from beiow ) for all x, y having this property. 
The theorem follows from the key characterization Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. 
The p;oof of (a) has been given in [4]. We will rove (c) in detai 
is of central interest o the paper. 
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(c) (i)+ (ii): (p -q$it = (p -q)tt+at = {(p -q)tI*}t-‘at = {(p -q)t}{I*t-‘at}. 
Here we have used (p -q)t = (p - q)tI”, which is true because p and 9 are pro- 
babilityvectors. When (p-q)t~2’~,{(p-q)t}{1*t-‘at}~2& by Theorem 3.3. 
(ii)$(i): Suppose (ii) is true. Let q = (l/N)I, a probability vector. Let p = 
(l/N)1 +a(gJ*)tp* where 0~ ey anti gl is anv element in the cone 2,. We note 
that t-‘I = (1, 0,O , . . . , 0) SO that (gJ”)t-‘1 = 6. Hence for cy sufficiently small, p is 
also a probability vector. Moreover (p - q)t = agJ* E 2+?T1 when gl E 8!$. The 
assumption (ii) then requires that (p -q)sat = cu(gJ*)t-‘at = cugl(I*tmlat)E Zi!f’*. Since 
I is a cone and gl is an arbitrary element of F1, it then follows from Theorem 3.3 
at I*t-‘at c TP2. 
(i)+(iii): I*t‘-‘ax = (I*t-lat)t-lx = (1°C*atI*)t-‘x = (I*t-‘at)(I*t-‘X). Hence by 
Theorem 3.3, (i)$ (iii). 
(iii)3 (i): J._,et x = tfi where fl is an arbitrary element of Z&. Then I*t-lx = I*fl E 
-2-1 and (iii) requires that I*t%.r = (I*t-*at)(t-‘x) = (I*t- ‘at)fl E S!$. The required (i) 
then follows from Theorem (3.3). This completes the proof of part (c). 
Proof of (b) for 
(i)+ (ii): pat-’ = (pt-‘)(tat-*) and the product of a nonnegative vector and 
nonnegative matrix is nonnegative. 
(ii)+ (i). Let p = Kgt where g E Zo (f 0) and K = (gtl )-‘. Then p is a probability 
vector with pt-k go, so that pat-’ = pt-‘(tat-‘) = Kg(tat-*) E To for all g E -X0. 
Since g is an arbitrary element of 9$, (i) follows from Theorem 3.2. 
(i)* (iii): ta(x - y ) = tat- 1 (tx - ty ) 2 0. 
(iii)*(i): This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2. 
Proof of (d) for & : 
(i)+ (ii) and (i)+ (iii). I mmediate from Theorem 3.3. 
(iii)+(i) ta(x - y ) = (tat-‘)(tx - ty). 
Hence (i) follows from (iii) as a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3. 
(ii)+(i) however. The proof that (i)$(ii) stemmed from --pat-’ = -pt-‘(tat-‘) 
and Theorem 3.3. The converse is not true because for an arbitrary element g of %I 
or positive multiple thereof there need not be any probability vector p for which 
-pt-’ ==g. Indeed, we note that, since any two component probability vector is 
unir ,odal, if (d) (ii)+(i) were to hold, this would mean that all 2 X ? transition 




=10 [ 1 
_& and A2 are invariant under transposition of the state space, in that 
state space (0, 1, . . . , IV} with transition matrix a E u6Zi9 
atrix ’ E Jdi (i = 1,2). Indeed, one has 
e antidiagonal and O’s elsewhere. Since 
The last quantity is easily seen to be of the 
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form (1.1) with the same A as t-h. This invariance property does not hold for the 
dagger classes .&, &. As a consequence, none of the characterizing properties of 
the & .& classes (b(ii, iii), d(iii)) are valid in transposed form, so that, e.g., the 
transpose of b(ii): “pa nondecreasing for all p nondecreasing” does not hold. For 
the A?, and J& classes it can be seen that the characterizing properties are invariant 
under transposition of the state space (e.g., the unimodality property in c(iii)). 
It is possible to define matrix classes imilar to ,& and .&, but characterized-by 
the state space transposed analogues of b(ii, iii) and d(iii), but it seems omewhat 
sterile to do so. In Section 4, it will be seen that the A&, AZ classes are of greater 
interest and have more attractive properties than the dagger classes. 
4. Properties of birth-death processes 
In [4] it has been shown that all finite birth-death processes have monotone (i.e., 
&) transition matrices. We use the following notation: A birth-death process N(t) 
on state space N = (0, 1, . . . , N} is given by hazard rates t.~,,,“+ 1= A, > 0; in;. -+I.” = 
pI1+l > 0; n = 0, 1, . . . , N - 1; all other c’,,,~ = 0. Let vrn = &, v~,,. For suitably large 
U, we define a stochastic matrix gp., by (a,),, = V&U if m # n ; let (a&,,, = 1 - v&. 
As in [4], one then has that the matrix p(t) of transition probabilities p,,(t)= 
P{lV(t) ,= n 1 N(0) = m) is given by 
p(t) = exp(-vt[I -a,]) = i e.-“‘(vta$/k !. 
k=O 
(44 
It has been shown [4] Cat pi&, by virtue of the fact that a, E& for u 
sufficiently large and that & is closed under multiplication, limits and mixing. The 
& class is closed under multiplication and limits, but not under mixing. One may 
show, however, that p(t)E &2 for every finite birth-death process, Formally one 
has: 
Theorem 4.1. Let N(t) be any finite birth -death process witdj transition matrix 
p(t) = ipmpr WI, where ,pmrt ( ) = {N(t) = tlI N(0) = m}. Then p(t) E .&. 
Proof, One may write for t.m y fixed t 3 0 
is stochastic for large re, and 
has a tri-diagonal form, with vanishin& small of&diagonal 
Hence is tri-diagonal and has oCdiagona1 elements 
(4.2) 
elements for large 
decreasing with n 
n. 
to 
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zero. Therefore t-‘b,t c TP2 for n sufficiently large, so that by (4.2) and t-‘p(t)t = 
lim [t-' n4c2 nt]n one concludes that p(t) E J&. 
Remark 4.2. It has been shown (cf. Karlin [2, Ch. 3, Theorem 3.41) that for 
birth-death processes p(t) TP2 and that the TPZ property is a consequence of the 
tri-diagonal structure of the generator of the process. Indeed, this TPz structure is 
immediate from (4.2). It has also been shown by Karlin and McGregor (cf. Karlin 
[?, ibid]) that any continuous parameter semigroup of TPr matrices must have a 
trf-diagonal generator. If p(t) is a transition matrix in J&, then t-‘p(t)t is such a TP2 
semigroup, by virtue of the .& property and its generator 
limt-i Ptflwl t 
r-4 1 I t 
is tri-diagonal. It follows that birth-death processes are the only continuous time 
Markov chains in &. 
As an application of Theorem 3.6 consider the following. Let Rk, k = 0, 1, . . . . K 
be the reward that is obtained when N(T) = k for some fixed time T, and some 
birth-death process N(t). Then the expected future revlard when one is in state m 
at time T - 7 equals 
R&) = r: pmnWRn= 
n 
From p(r)d& and Theorem 3.6~ it follows immediately that R(T) is unimodal 
whenever R( = R(0)) is unimodal. An interesting special case is obtained by setting 
R equal to some unit vector, say R, = S,,,. One then concludes that p&t) is 
unimodal in no for every n. Hence: 
Theorem 4.3. The transition probability matrix p(t) = [p,,,,,(t)] of any birth -death 
process, for any elapsed time t, has unimodal columns, i.e., p,,,,,(t) is unimodal in m 
for all it. 
It is a well-known consequence of the time-reversibility 0,” birth-death processes 
(cf. I-71) that for N(t) ergodic with ergodic probabilities e,, one has 
From Theorem 4.3 one finds that e,,‘p,,,,(t) is unimsdal in m for every IL Hence 
one has: 
Jr0 For any finite ergodic irth -death process, the symmetric matrix 
(t)eb’ has waimodal rows and ~.,~l~~#~~~s. 
This is an extension of special case (a) of Theorem 3.4 of [4] where it was noted 
that the top row of p(t)&’ is nonincreasing. 
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Corollary 4.5, Let h”(t) be cl finite ergodic birth-death process, with p,,(t) = 
JP[N (t) = nl and ergodic probabilities en. If pn (O)Je, is unimodal, then p,(t)1 e, is 
unimodal for all t. 
Proof. This follows directly from (4.2) and (4.3) with R, = p”(O)/e,. It also follows 
from the fact that the reverse chain &(t) with pR(t) = e;;‘pT(t)eo = p(t) is in & 
and Theorem 3.6(c)(iii). 
While all birth-death processes are .& and &, only a subset are JdC f ,and a subset 
of these are also &. This is a consequence of the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.6. Let $ E TPz fJ 9. Then a E Ju: if 
N 
1 aj, is nonincreasing in n. 
j-1 
(4-4) 
Proof. Eq. (4.4) can be stated as (&)N. 3 0, lhence (4.4) is necessary for a E &. 
Next, it will be shown that (tat-‘), 3 0 implies (tat-‘),. a 0 for all n < N, when 
a E TP2 n 9’. Since t E TPZ, one has ta E TPZ. Suppose that one had (tat-‘),j < 0 for 
some n C N, j C N, i.e., (ta),j -C (ta),,j+l. Since (h)Nj 3 (h)N,j+l, the 2 X 2 minor Of ta 
with row-indices n, N and column-indices j, j + 1 is now clearly negative (note that 
0 < (ta),,j+l < (t&,j+l), contradicting ta E TP2. Flence tat-’ 3 0. 
An exploration of the possible role of the .&I and V&z classes in birth-death 
processes is facilitated by the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.7. Let Iv(i) be a finite irreducible M’tzrkov chain in continuous time with 
transition matrix p( t )_ ‘fien p(t) E A: for ~46’1 t > Owa, E JU: for v sufficiently 
large. 
Proof. From (4.1) and ‘he obvious closure properties of ,H: under mixing, multi- 
plication and limiting, sne concludes that p(t) ct &‘i whene:ver a,, E Jcc:. Moreover, 
lp(8”C a 0 i:mplies (t(K’ (p(e)- I))t-‘),,,,l 
of tde inside ;natrix converge to I+,~,, 
2 0 for m P II. Whlen 8 4 0, the elements 
for 02 f IZ, and to -v,,, for nl = H. Denoting this 
limit matrix by V, one thus has (tVt_‘),,,,, 3 0 for m # n. Taking v > max v,,, one then 
has that t(I + v/ v)tl’ a0; hence for such va, e ..&, since a, =: I+v/v, hy definition. 
Condition (4.4) applied to a#, for birth-death processes is easily found to be 
A n_~-2~n+h,,+*3~,-2~,,+1+~“+2, n=O,**.JV--1 (43 
where h-1=j~(j=&,~=~~+] =O. 
A simple example of a birth-death process with the .&: property is the truncated 
Poisson queue for which A,, =h,n =0, 1,. . . JV--1; y,, =+, n = 1,2,. . . , N;A s 
p. ‘When A = p the reader will confirm that this truncated Poisson queue is also 
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E&. Clearly, only the structure of the sequence A, --P~+~ is important. It follows 
at once that for An arbitrary positive numbers (n = 0, 1, . . . , N - l), pEln = 
h n-l -+K,KaO(n=l,..., N);A,,,p,, = 0 elsewhere, the chain is in &I and A:. 
For the more general birth-death process, an explicit calculation of the elements 
of ta,t%hows that flv ed2~ if and only if 
A n-1-2hn+An+1 ==p,-2~,,+1fp,+~, n =O,l,. . . , N-2 (4.6a) 
AN-2 - FAN-, 2 /.&N--l  2&&~ (4.6b) 
whereagainA_l=~O=AN=~N+l=O. 
It then follows that pi .&, since one has as in (4.2), 
tp(t)t-’ = lim [( 1 - vt/n)I + (vt/n)ta,t-‘1”. 
n -+QI 
The term in brackets is tri-diagonal and nonnegative, with the main diagonal 
dominating the adjacent diagonals for n sufficiently large. Hence tp(t)t-’ E TP2 for 
all t a 0. 
As in Remark 4.2, it follows that if the transition matrix of a finite continuous 
time Markov chain p(t)E .& for all t 20, then p(t) must be a birth-death 
process. 
Remark 4.8. From Theorem 4.3, the characterization Theorem 3.6, and the 
remarks on the & class it is seen that a p(t) in the ,& class and in the J& class has 
unimodal rows and columns. Moreover, the unimodality of x implies that of XTp(t) 
and p(t)x. In particular truncated Poisson queue probability transition matrices 
have unimodal rows and columns and preserve unimodaiity under pre- 
multiplication and postmultiplication. The requirement that A G p is not needed 
because when A >p one can consider the transposed process (in the sense of 
Remar!s 3.7) and conclude that it belongs to the & class. Since this transposition 
does not affect unimodality of rows one now hds the statement for A and p 
arbitrary. 
Theorem 4.3, Corollary 4.5 and Remark 4.8 deal with the unimodality property 
of birth-death processes across states. As functions of time, the components of the 
O-row and column of the transition matrix p(t) are all unimodal. This follows from 
the familiar equation 
Pen (t) = St),* (t) * Pm tt )9 (4.7) 
where so,,(t) is the passage time density from 0 to rt. Indeed, it has been shown [3] 
that son(t) is strongly unitnodal (= log-concave, =Wz), i.e., any convolution of 
so,,(t) with a unimodal function is itseif unimodal. It is known [3] that g,,(t) is 
completely monotone, i.e., a mixture of exponentials, and therefore unimodal. 
Hence pcjn (t) is unimo e reversibility in time of birth-death 
processes, one finds eF’ponjt)en = p,,o(t), and thus pno(t) is unimodal in t. For 
m, n f 0, p,,,(t) is not kno vn to be unimodal in t. 
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